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HIGH ENERGY EXCITATION FUNCTIONS IN THE HEAVY REGION

*W. W. Meinke, G. Co Wick, and Go To Seaborg
Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics,

and Department _of Chemistry
Universi ty of Cali fornia

Berkeley, California

September 26, 1950

ABSTRACT

The electrostatically deflected beam of the 184-inch cyclotron has been

used with the stacked foil and absorber technique to determine the excitation

functions for the following reactions: Th232(p,6n)Pa227, Th232(p,3n)Pa230,

Th232(d,7n)Pa227, Th232(u,p8n)Pa227, Th232(u,p5n)Pa230, and U238(p,u8n)pa227o

The data are presented graphically and discussed individually for each of the

reactions. Some rough excitation function data have also been determined

for the reactions Th232(d,4n)Pa230, U238(p,u5n)Pa230, Th232(u,7n)U229, and

Th232(u,6n)U230o The results are discussed in terms of compound nucleus for-

mation, transparency effects, and other factors in order to arrive at a quali-

tative picture for the mechc.nism of high energy nuclear reactions wi.th heavy

nuclei.

"*Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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HIGH ENERGY EXCITATION FUNCTIONS IN THE HEAVY REGION

Wo W, Meinkej G, C, Wick j and G. T. Seaborg
Radiation Laboratory, Department or Physics,

and Department _of Chemistry
Universi ty of California

Berkeley. California

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past j investigations of excitation functions with the bombarding

particles from relatively low energy acceleratorsl have led to a better under-

standing of low energy nuclear reactions, Many precise measurements have been

made in this study of the dependency of reaction yield upon bombardment energy.

The availability of high energy particles makes it possible to extend this

method of investigation to the energy region which is well beyond that of the

binding energy of the individual nucleons. Excitation functions of a few light

element reactions with high energy particles have been reported j 2 but those of

heavy elements have not been investigated except for one determination by E. L.

Kelly on the Bi209(u92n)At211 reaction,3

During the course of work on the artificial collateral series4,5 produced

in bombardments of thorium with deuterons and helium ions from the 184-inch

1
See, for example, Eo T. Clarke and J. Wo Irvine, Jr., Phys. Rev. 69, 680

(1946), E. L. Kelly and E. Segrej Phys, Rev. ]2j 999 (1949); see also Appendix.

2See~ A. C. Helmholz and J, W, Peterson, Phys. Rev, 73, 541 (1948) abstr.;

R, L, Thornton and R, W, Senseman, Phys. Rev, 72 j 872 (1947); R. W. Chupp and

E. M, McMillan, Phys, Rev. 72 j 873 (1947), Bockhop, Helmholz, Softkyj Rose 9 and

Breakey, Phys. Rev. 75, 1469 (1949) abstr.

3E• L, KellY9 University of California Radiation Laboratory Report UCRL-277

(Jan", 1949).

4Ghiorsoj Meinkej and Seaborg, Phys, Rev, 749 695 (1948).

5Ibid'9 759 314 (1949).
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cyclotron of the University of California Radiation Laboratory, we became inter-

ested in determining, through excitation functions, the energies for maximum

yield of certain nuclides produced by spallation reactions. These preliminary

experiments seemed to indicate that the transparency effect discussed by Serber6

is important in spallation reactions involving the heavy elements. It was also

apparent from these early experiments that there is a definite trend toward lower

absolute yields as more neutrons are expelled in the reaction leading to the

product isotope.

In view cf the value which excitation functions for heavy elements would

have toward giving data to help in the understanding of high energy nuclear

reactions, and also because of the relative ease with which the yield of the

alpha-e~tting product nuclides can be quantitatively determined, it was decided

to undertake the measurement of a number of such excitation functions. Included

among the reactions ~lich lend themselves to investigation are those in which

large numbers of neutrons are emitted, such as the (p,6n) and (d,7n) reactions,

and reactions in which charged particles are emitted together with neutrons, so

that it seemed possible to study in some detail the interplay between compound

nucleus formation and transparency effects at relatively high energies.

II. PROCEDURE

Stacked foils of 5-mil thorium (or uranium) metal with varying thicknesses of

copper metal sandwiched between were bombarded with charged particles in the

electrostatically deflected beam of the l84-inch frequency=modulated cyclotron.

The first weighed foil inter0spted the nearly full energy particles from the

cyclotron (348-Mev protons 9 194-Mev deuterons, or 388-Mev helium ions) and

s~~8essive foils were 5t~lCk by particles of decreasing energy until the entire

6R • Serber9 Ph;ys, Rev. 72 9 l:i.14 (1947).
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beam energy had been expended in the foil stack. The energy of particles im-

pinging on anyone foil was determined by the use of range-energy relationships

between the absorbing material and the particles. 7,8 Since the decrease in

energy of the high energy particles in passing through each 5-mil foil is

relatively small~ the yields from such foils placed at selected points in a

stack of copper absorbers define rather well a thin target (differential) exci-

tation functiono

In each case sixteen foils were placed at known energy posit~9ns in the

stack. After oombardment the 0.4-gram thorium (or O.7-gram uraniu,m) foils were

removed and dissolved in portions of concentrated nitric acid (with ammonium

fluosili~te in the case of thorium). The 38.3-min. Pa227 and the l7-day Pa230

isotopes are well suited for separation and characterization as reaction pro-

ducts. The element protactinium is very easily and cleanly separated chemically

from all other alpha-emitters produced in the bombardments. This simple pro-

tactinium chemistry also lends itself to a mass production scheme which makes

it possible to work up and have ready to count 16 bombarded thorium samples in

a short time (less than two hours). In the cases in which protactinium isotopes

were to be measured, a protactinium fraction was separated by a solvent extraction

procedure involving simultaneous equilibration of the nitric acid solution of

each sample with a solution of thenoyltrifluoroacetone9 (TTA) in benzene.

7Aron , Hoffman, and Williams, University of California Radiation Laboratory

Report UCRL-12l, 1st and 2nd revisions (1948, 1949); former also issued as U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission Unclassified Document AEGO-103 (Nov., 1948).

8These range-energy values and the experimental yield for each absorber posi

tion, as obtained in this work, are presented in detail in the Ph.D. thesis of

W. Wayne Meinke, University of California (Jan., 1950).

9J. Co Reid and M. Calvin, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Declassified

Document MDDC-1405 (Aug., 1947); also, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 72, 2948 (1950).
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The protactinium was t11US extracted as a complex ion into the organic layer

which was evaporated and flamed on thin~ l-inch diameter platinum plates.

The alpha-particle activity was counted in a standard argon-filled ionization

chamber in which the pulses from the electron collection were fed through a fast

amplifier into a scale of 512 counting circuit. When it was necessary to count

beta-particles y an end window, alcohol-quenched~ argpn-filled Geiger counter tube

with a mica window ("'3 mg/cm2) was used in conjunction with a scale of 64 counting

circuit 0

Immediately after bombardment and usually for about five hours thereafter

the 38.3-mino isotope Pa227 and its daughters present the predominant alpha-

activity in the pure protactinium chemical fractions. After a period of several

weeks, the only prominent alpha-activity is due to the U230 series growing from

the Pa230 isotope. The radioactive purity of these samples was checked by

alpha-particle decay measurements indicating the 38.3-min. decay of the pa227,

and, after other protactinium isotopes had decayed out, by alpha-particle pulse

analysis for the U230 series. A 48-channel al}i1a-particle pulse analyzer
lO

equipped with a fast sample changing mechanism was used for the latter measure-

ments. The observed counting rates were corrected for decay or daughter growth,

target weight, etco~ converted to disintegrations per minute at the end of bom-

bardment 2 and plotted against the bombarding energy for each sample, thus giving

the excitation function for the particular reaction studied.

Absolute chemical yields were not determined, but since all samples in a run

were worked up simultaneously with the same chemical procedure used on each

sample, the relative chemical yields are accurate to within about five percent.

10See~ Ghiorso, Jaffey, Robinson, and Weissbourd, National Nuclear Energy

Series, Plutonium Project Record, Vol. l4B, liThe Transuranium Elements~ Research,,, .e
Papers,fI Paper Noo..J:I...,;J. (McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1949).
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The calculated energy values used for these excitation functions are only approxi-

mate, particularly at the lower end of the energy scale, because of beam strag-

gling and the spread in initial energy of the particles in the 184-inch cyclotron

as discussed more fully later. Consequently, v.hile maximum yield and threshold

energy values observed from the experimental curves may be considerably in error

on the absolute energy scale, they Should be significant when considered in

relation to the rest of the excitation function curve.

The experimental techniques used in the work are discussed more thoroughly

in a later section (Section V).

III. RESULTS

Excitation functions were obtained for the (p,6n) and (p,3n) reactions on

thorium, the (p~u8n) and (p,a5n) reactions on uranium, the (d,7n) and (d,4n)

reactions on thorium~ and the (a,p8n) and (a,p5n) reactions on thorium as well

as rough data for some (a,xn) reactions on thorium. The bombardments were usually

of about 90-minutes duration and the plotted disintegration rates are corrected

for decay back to the end of the bombardment. Usually at least two runs were

made for each reaction. The data are presented graphically for most cases and

discussed individually for each of the reactions in the following sections. The

yields below the thresholds are due to the fact that a few particles of high

energy reach the target by coming in through the side of the stack of absorber

foils.

A. Protons

23" 2271. Th ~(p26n)Pa o-~ The results of two different bombardments in which

this reaction was studied are plotted in Fig. 1. The points fallon a smooth

curve whose maximum rises a factor of almost 20 above the yield value at full

energy (348 Mev) 0 The range of the protons is sufficiently great to make necessary
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Fig, 1, Excitation function for the Th232(p,6n)Pa227

reaction. Circles represent Run I; crosses, Run II. (The

apparent yield below the threshold energy shown in this and

following figures is due to a small fraction of the incident

beam striking the stack of foils from the side.)

...'~ ,

•
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the proper corrections for nuclear absorption and these have been made as described

later (Section V-B). The curve is not drawn through the point at 81 Mev even

though this point would appear to be at the peak of the excitation function.

When counted later for U230, this sample gave a yield value which was definitely

displaced from the curve for the (p,3n) reaction (see Fig. 3). Possibly some

error in aliquot measurements caused the discrepancy. In Fig. 2 the peak of the

curve is plotted on an enlarged scale to show the extent of the sYmmetry involved.

It can be seen that on the high energy side of the peak another mode of reaction

beoomes apparent and is superimposed on a somewhat symmetrical peak.

A single experiment in which the collimated external proton beam was used

gave a value of about 2.5 x 10-3 barns as the absolute cross section for this

reaction at full energy (348 Mev). The experimental details are given later.

From this cross section value we see that the cross section at the peak of the

curve should be about 5 x 10-2 barns. Because of the questionable chemical yield

discussed later on, this can only be considered the maximum value for the cross

section, further eXPeriments being necessary to establish the true value. It may

be pointed out that the measured cross section at the peak is lower than the true

maximum cross section, because of the energy spread effect. The discussion in section

V-B, however, shows that the correction involved is not large. Similarly

small corrections apply also to the peak cross sections mentioned later.

2. Th232(p,3n)pa230. __ The yield values for the reaction Th232(p,3n)Pa230

are plotted in Fig. 3. Here again a factor of about 20 between the maximum yield

and the yield at full energy is found.

A very interesting observation can be made from the curves for the (p,6n)

and (p,3n) reactions on thorium. Although the curves for the two reactions have

a similar shape and a comparable ratio of peak yield to full energy yield, there

is a difference in absolute yield of about five between the two in favor of the

(p,3n) reaction. This difference was found by determination of the number of

atoms formed by each reaction at the peak of the excitation function. The ratios
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Fig. 2. Excitation function for the Th232(p,6n)Pa227

reaction on enlarged scale. Circles represent Run I;

crosses, Run II. Absolute value of energy scale not

accurate (see text).

t
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Fig. 3. Excitation function for the Th232(p,3n)Pa230

reaction. Circles represent Run I; crosses, Run II.
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of about ten percent beta-decay branchingtl for Pa230 and about 85 percent alpha

decay branching4 for Pa227 were considered in the calculations. By using this

factor of five and the yield mentioned in the previous section, it follows that

at the peak of its excitation function, the absolute cross section for the (p,3n)

reaction is about 0.25 barns.

3. U238(E,~8n)Pa2~~.--In addition to the thorium bombardments, the protac-

tinium fraction was separated from pieces of 5-mil uranium foil, bombarded under

the same corxiitions as the thorium foil. The results of these uranium bombard-

ments are given in Fig. 4. Considerable trouble was encountered in the attempts

~o develop chemical procedures which would give consistent chemical yields for

all of the 16 foils in a bombardment. This trouble is reflected in the somewhat

larger scattering of yield values for this reaction than for the reactions in

thorium bombardments. Despite the scattering, however, the points do define a

very broad peak near the high energy portion of the curve.

4. U238(p,~5n)Pa230. __ Too little activity was available from the reaction

U238(p,a5n)Pa230 to make it feasible to obtain a definitive yield curve. The

points obtained scattered much more than for the above reaction but did define

a broad peak which was near the high en ergy portion of the curve but displaced

somewhat to the low energy side of the (p,~8n) curve. The ratio of yields for

the two reactions at the peaks of their excitation functions is about six or seven

in favo~ of the (p,~5n) reaction.

B. Deuterons

In the (d,xn) reactions, as in the (p,xn) reactions, excitation functions

wi th definite sharp peaks are found, even when as many as seven neutrons are

e~tted. The range of full energy deuterons (194 Mev) from the 184-inch cyclotron

11M• H. Studier and R. Jo Bruehlman, as listed by Go T. Seaborg and I. Perl

man, Rev. Mod. Phys. 20, 585 (1948).
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Fig. 4. Excitation function for the U238(p,a8n)pa227

reaction, Circles represent Run I; crosses~ Run II; and

deltas~ part of Run III.
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is about 2.5 cm in copper, and although the nuclear absorption has not been

measured, the corrections would certainly be less than those made in the proton

bombardments. The total beam current available with the deuteron beam of the

large cyclotron is roughly equal to that of the proton beam.

1. Th232(d,7n)Pa227. __ The yields for the reaction Th232(d,7n)Pa227 are

plotted in Fig. 5. The reaction yield curve rises to a very definite peak which

represents about eight times the yield value at full energy. An enlarged plot

of the peak of this excitation curve is shown in Fig. 6. Using the same methods

as for the (p,6n) reaction, absolute cross section determinations for this reaction

were made. The average of values obtained with full energy deuterons is 2.3 x 10-3

barns, making the cross section at the peak of the curve about 1.8 x 10-2 barns.

These values are probably accurate to within 15 percent.

2. Th232(d,4n)Pa230. __ In these thorium bombardments unfortunately) the

energy values wr~ch were chosen so as to obtain an outline of the peak for the

(d,7n) excitation function, are not suitable to outline completely the peak of

the curve for the reaction Th232(d,4n)Pa230. The position of the points makes

it possible to observe only the high energy slope of this peak. From these

experimental points, however, we can set a lower limit of about four for the

ratio of total atoms Pa230/Pa227 formed at the peaks of the yield functions.

3. Th232(d,7n)Pa227, A127(d,a.p)Na24, and C12(d,n)N13 .__ Inan effort to

determine more accurately the threshold energy for the (d,7n) reaction on thorium,

simultaneous bombardment of thorium, aluminum, and carbon (as polystyrene) foils

was attempted. The excitation functions for the (d,a.p) reaction on aluminum12

and the (d,n) reaction on carbon13 had been previously studied at low energies

and it was thought that the determination of the threshold values for these

l~. T. Clarke, Phys. Rev. 71,187 (1947).

l3H• W. Newson, Phys. Rev. 51, 620 (1937).
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Fig. 5. Excitation function for the Th232(d,7n)pa227

reaction. Circles represent Run I; crosses, Run II; and

deltas, Run III.
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Fig. 6. Excitation function for the Th232(d,7n)Pa227

reaction on enlarged scale. Circles represent Run I; and

crosses, Run II. Absolute value of energy scale not

accurate (see text).
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reactions in stacked foils in the 184-inch cyclotron might establish a low energy

anchor point for the excitation function energy scale. Fig. 7 presents the

results of the simultaneous determination of these three excitation functions

from a bcmbardment of one hour and forty-five minutes duration. In this case

the abscissae are given in thickness of aluminum absorber rather than energy

because of the uncertainty of the latter near the end of the range of the deuterons.

Chemical separations were not needed in the case of the aluminum and polystyrene

targets.

Unfortunately, straggling and the initial energy distribution of the deuteron

beam makes an exact interpretation of these experimental threshold values diffi

cult. It can only be said that the difference in threshold between the C12(d,n)N13

reaction (Which occurs at about 2 Mev) and that of the reaction Th232(d,7n)Pa227

amounts to about 1200 rng/cm2 of aluminum for the range of the deuteron, which

7corresponds very roughly to an energy of about 40 Mev for the threshold of the

latter reaction.

C. Helium Ions

The determination of excitation functions from bombardments with helium

ions is more difficult since the beam current in the l84-inch cyclotron is only

about one-tenth that obtained for protons and deuterons. In addition, for all

reactions other th&l the (a,xn) reactions, there is the possibility that deuteron

contamination of the helium-ion beam can produce the activity in question by

another more favorable reaction and consequently obscure the yield of the reaction

under study. The (a,pxn) reactions producing protactinium isotopes from thorium

were studied in bombardments in which a one-half inch stack of copper foils

was required to absorb completely the helium-ion beam. A few experiments were

also made with the (a,xn) reactions.
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Fig. 70 Excitation functions for the Th232(d,7n)Pa227,

A127(d,ap)Na24, and C12(d,n) N13 reactions obtained in a single

bombar&nent with 194-Mev deuterons reduced in energy by copper

absorbers to 50 Mev (represented as 0 mg/cm2 Al) •

....,.
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1. Th232(u~p8n)Pa227.__ Fig, 8 shows the yield values for Pa227 obtained

from a bombardment of thorium with helium ions, This curve shows no sharp peak.

2. Th232(u~p5n)Pa230.__ Fig. 9 shows a companion ~~rve to the one above

obtained for the (u,p5n) reaction in the same bombardment, In these (u,pxn)

curves the peak yield for the (u,p5n) reaction is greater by a factor of about

seven than that for the (u,p8n) reaction,

3. Th232iuL~L~actions.--Insufficient 20.8-day U230 or 58-min. U229

alpha-activity was formed in bombardments of stacked foils with the electro-

statically deflected beam to permit accurate determination of the (u,6n) or

(u,7n) excitation functions. In addition, the chemical procedures required to

obtain pure uranium samples from the bombarded material were not adaptable to

the mass production methods employed in the protactinium separations. Conse-

quently, the only definitive experiments have been individual bombardments of

thorium foils at different radii (and hence different energies) in the internal

cyclotron beam without the benefit of a monitor but with conditions of each

bombardment as nearly equivalent as possible. These experiments indicate that

the (u,xn) excitation functions exhibit sharp peaks of about the same width

as that of the peak in the yield curve for the (p,6n) reaction. The shape of

the curve beyond the high energy side of the peak has not yet been determined.

IV. DISCUSSION

The data presented in the foregoing figures are unfortunately rather rough

due to the difficulty of the experimental procedures and more especially to

the unavoidable limitations placed by the spread of energy in the particle

beams delivered by the l84-inch cyclotron., Nevertheless, they give some inter-

esting and in some cases rather surprising information on the mechanism of

nuclear reactions in which relatively large numbers of m:cleons are expelled,
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Fig. 8. Excitation function for the Th232(a,p8n)pa227

reaction.
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Fig. 9. Excitation function for the Th232(~,p5n)Pa230

reaction.
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Comparable information on such reactions has not been obtained hitherto, and

therefore, even rather rough data are of interest.

The excitation function shown in Fig. 1 for the (p,6n) reaction shows a

surprisingly sharp peak. The width at one-half maximum, uncorrected for the

spread in energy of the protons, is some 25 Mev and should probably be notice-

ably less than chis if correction could be made for the unknown spread in

energy of the initial 348-Mev protons (the possible magnitude of this spread

and that due to straggling is discussed briefly further on in Section V-B).

This seems to indicate that even at energies as high as some 50 to 75 Mev, the

mechanism of reaction involves the formation of a compound nucleus similar to

that which forms such a successful model for explaining the course of reactions

at lower energies. The sharpness of this peak may be due to the fact that a

heavy nucleus is involved and perhaps is not to be expected in the case of the

(p,6n) reaction with much lighter nuclei. The (p,3n) and the (d,7n) reactions,

presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, also show sharp peaks, but this is not surprising

in the case of the former.

The effect of nuclear transparency does show up at the higher energies

where appreciable yields of all three of these reactions are found. This can

be explained by the mechanism discussed by Serber6 in which energies much smaller

than the total energy of the incident projecti.le are obtained from it and uti-

lized by the struck nucleus. This mechani8lIl apparently becomes important at

energies sufficiently high so that the collision time between the incident

particle and a nucleon in the nucleus is short compared to the time between

collisions of the nucleons in the nucleus. The first step in such a higr"

energy nuclear reaction probably involves a collision between the incident

particle and an individual nucleon, and the amount of energy transferred to the

nucleus depends on the number of subsequent oollisions of this type and the
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further collisions of the struck nucleons with other particles in the nucleus.

This leads to a wide distribution of excitation energies of the struck nucleus.

As a consequence an appreciable fraction of struck nuclei are excited to a given

energy, say 50 to 75 Mev~ even when the incident particles vary in energy from

some 100 to 350 Mev 9 thus supplying the nucleus with the optimum energy and

accounting for the continuing high yields of reactions like the (p~6n) and (d,7n).

'fhe fact that the relative yield of the reaction at high energies compared to the

peak yield with deuterons somewhat exceeds the same ratio for the reaction with

protons is probably connected with the fact that the high energy deuteron has

its energy divided between its two nucleons and is therefore better suited for

the transfer of small amounts of energy to the struck nucleus than is the proton.

It may be of some interest to make a more quantitative comparison between

the observed peaks of the excitation curves for the (p,6n) and (d~7n) reactions

and what would be predicted on the basis of the compound nucleus idea.

When the excitation of the nucleus is as large as 50 Mev or more, the

number of possible competing processes is quite large. For some of the competing

processes such as those involving emission of charged particles~ one can estimate

the corresponding probabilities in a rough way. With 60-Mev excitation, for

example~ the nuclear temperature of a heavy nucleus like thorium is perhaps

about 3 Mev, the Coulomb barrier Ec for emission of a protpn is about 15 Mev.

This means that the emission of a proton is at a disadvantage with respect to

~E IT -5 N /the emission of a neutron by a factor of the order of e c = e N 1 150.

We have therefore neglected competition from proton emission entire1y~ and for

stronger reasons that from deuteron or alpha-particle emission. A big unknown

in the problem, however~ is competition from fission. We know for certain that

this competition is important. Indirect evidence on this is also obtained from
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the relatively low value of the peak cross section for the (p~6n) and (d,7n)

reaction; it is clear that at the energy corresponding to the peak a large

fraction of the total cross section is devoted to fission. The over-all im-

portance of fission is no doubt increased by the fact that fission has a chance

to compete with the (p,xn) and (d,xn) processes at each successive evaporation

of a neutron. Thus a possible, though arbitrary, interpretation of the results

is obtained on the assumption of a constant ratio r between neutron width and

fission width. The measured ratio of 5 between the heights of the Th(p,3n) and

Th(p,6n) peaks, or what is about the same, between the areas under the two peaks,

gives for! the value 1/(5-1/ 3 - 1) which is close to unity, a result strikingly

similar to those obtained from experiments at lower excitation energies.

If the ratio £ is constant, it is clear that the existence of fission will

affect the absolute cross section, but not the shaEe of the excitation function

for a (p,xn) or (d,xn) process. The crude calculations described below are made,

therefore, neglecting fission altogether.

Other interpretations are no doubt possible. One may assume, for example,

that the probability of emission of a neutron increases much more rapidly, with

increasing excitation energy~ than fission probability. In this case fission

competes with neutron emission only in the last stages of the evaporation

process, and the number of times such effective competition takes place is

independent of the nu;rnber of evaporations. In thi s case the lower yield of

the (p,6n) process~ with respect to the (p,3n) process would be attributed to

the increased fissionability of the nuclei present during the last stages of

the evaporation process, this increased fissionability is expected owing to

( I
1/2 .

the decrease in the number of neutrons increase of the Z A ratio).
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processwil~~" rnanner '.m ttleS aSSlL'11.ed dependence of the fission

probabil.i :nGne:'f';;"'" In VJ.. cw of the present uncertainty about that dependen:'::8~

In t118 ab~~uo.~oment::'Gn3d simple ease j In which. one may simply forget fission~

We !(I.,3.y a5,,"uml1 f..bat the prcbabilit:r distribution

,I..' (.f the n··'ch neutr'ctl 'Ls given apr.J!'oxlm-3.tely by a~;'n .'~ .

.. flT
',; .1 .1f 9 with a t.6rrrpera"tw:·2! T determined by the residual

"'\
I

lS given by 'il'Jl }:'E" ; S(E ") being the entY'opy of the

Hare 11 :i.6 the exci tatLon energy after the neutron

:.s emitted; E' E the bindin~~ energy of the neutron which fer'

simplicit:y~ we T'f:; ,,15 in.dependent of t:!, It is easy to see that this rnodifica~

tion ca.n be taken into 7!c':.'J:..mt OJ using for the temperature T in

Our )f courSG~ t.o find the

Thi,:; is ven >-. x':c-l).n 'Ifhe:c'e p(x) is the
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where Eo is the initial excitation energy, This is the condition that there

be enough energy left for the evaporation of at least another neutrono Knowing

the probability dist~~tb'Jtion of E.
1

, E2 , 00' , we can estimate the probability

tha': (,2) is satisfied" If Y( := E 1 ~ E.2 +"0 +- cx=p and f(yt ) d~ is the

d.istribution law for "1 we haYe~

p(x) :=

So we must first find f(y( Yo Tt'1i5 is given by a very complicated integral, but

we know from general theorems that if x is fairly large one can use "asymptotic"

laws J such as the Gauss or the Poisson distribution law. Both laws involve

only two arbitrar'y p-9.ra.'llet(J.t"s~. which can be expressed in terms of the average

value:

and the mean square deviatiun

When the root-mean~squaredeviation (J" is small compared to <'Yl > the difference

between the Gauss and the Poisson law is negligible, but the latter, Le,:

( 6)

is preferable since Gaussry law extends to negative values of ~ , which are

physically meaningless, Once the average values (4) and (5) are known, the

exponent.§. is given by (7) and we can evaluate the integrll (3) by means of
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a. Table of the incomplet.e gamm:L functiono

The main remaining difficulty is that the variables €l' (2' are

statistically dependent~ since the temperature for (2 depends on (1' the

t.emperatu re for E. 3 depend s on E1+ E.2 ~ etc 0 0 ., Th e diffi cuIty, however, can

be circumvented by a recurrent procedure, in which use is made of the fact that

the temperature T is a slowly variable function of the excitation energy. Thus if

f
x

we have

where T is now t.he temperature for the emission of the x-th neutron, or according

to our previous discussion~

(8)

As a fi rst approximation we may set ~ = <.~ > in (8) and obtain a T( <~» := T1

sayo Then expanding (8) in powers of the difference ~ - <1>~

...
Now to obtain <Ex> according to Equation (1) we must take twice the average

of (9). In thi s manner' we obta.in finally~

In a similar mannel"'w'e compute ~
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F:)i'" instance in the last terms we again use the fact that <Ex) is 2T( y/ )

averaged over ~ a,nd writ.e Ex- <E.x >'" t x-2T( ~ ) + 2T( ~ ) ~ <Ex> (12)

Then~

The aleraging can be done first over ~x for a given ~ j then over ~ 0 The first

t,srm on the right of Equation (13) is zerOj t.he second is evaluated expanding

1'( ~ ) as before 0 Finally one gets ~

Equations (10) and (lit) allow one to compute the average and standard deviation

of ~ (which is '11 for x+1 neutrons) in terms of the same quanti ties for 'n 0{, - l

'[his 2"8CUrrent scheme has been carried out for several values of the excitation

energy Eo 0 Then the probability of emission of x and only x neutrons was obtained

in the manner indL.;ated above 0 The curves obtainedj Fig, lO~ show a striking

3imilarity with the (p j 6n) resultsD There is a slight displacement of the

experimental maximum towards higher energies (remember also that the excitation

energy is the kinetic energy) which is not ver,y significant in view of the fact

that the range-energy relation has not been gauged accurately, In fact J the

lower value of the threshold obtained in the case of the (d j 7n) reaction~ where

a more accurate comparison was done may well indicate a small systematic error

in the desired direction in the proton caseo Otherwise the general appearance

and 5E particular the width of the curves are in fair agreement 0



Fig, 10, Probability of emission of x neutrons after

capture of a proton. For deuterons decrease the energy

values by 4 Mev 0
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The excitation functions for the (u)pgn) and (u,p5n) reactions shown in

Figs, 8 and 9 have very broad maxima as distinguished from the indicated sharp

peaks and lower yields for the (u,6n) and (u,7n) excitation functions (the data

for which were discussed in Section II-C-3) 0 There are two factors which contri-

bute to this difference between the two types of reactions. First, in the (U:lPxn)

reaction the potential barrier for the proton makes it necessary for the proton

...0 carry with it more energy than an emitted neutron and therefore makes it.

possible to utilize extra energy to advantage 0 The second factor is connected

with the complex nature of the helium ion, consisting of four nucleons with a

possible uneven division of the kinetic energy between them at the time of im-

pact. In the case of the (u,pxn) reaction) only one proton from the helium ion

need be retained by the struck nucleus. The (Ujxn) reaction demands a retention

of two protons and hence a much closer approach to the formation of a compound

nucleus.

The faster falloff in yield with increasing energy of the (ujp5n) compared

to the (ujp8n) reaction is reasonable in view of the smaller energy requirement

of the former. It is interesting to note that the excitation function for the

(p j u8n) reaction shown in Fig. 4 presents a broad peak at a position toward

the full energy of the incident proton. This is undoubtedly connected with the

potential barrier for the outgoing alpha-particle (or two protons), which can

use relatively large amounts of energy to advantage.
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It is unfort.une.te that the spread in energy of the bombarding particles

is so great as to rna ke it impossible to determine accurate threshold values

for the various reactions The rough result of about 40 Mev which was ob-

tained for the (d)7n) reaction by comparison with reactions of known threshold

determined "...itt precisionldth low energy particle accelerators as shown in

Fig 0 7 indicates an average bind.iD.g energy of about 7 to 705 Mev per neutron.

This is a ver,Y reasonable value and can probably be used to estimate thresholds

foT. (d)X(l) and (p;xn) T.ea~ti.on5 in this region,

The excita..t.io:1 funer,ions 'Which have been determined in this lrlOrk serye

the ver;l praGtil~rtl p'urpose of making it possible to estimate the optimum energy

for the production of the maximum specific actiV'ity for isotopes produced

by these B.nd similar reac.ti.onso The results also suggest that in the case

of (p,xn) and (d 5 xn) reactions~ perhaps even when x is as large as 10~ the

peaks are suffici.ently sharp to make it possible to make isotopic assignments

of new activities by measuring their excitation functions,

V, EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Wit.h the Berkeley 184~inch cyclotron, there are three ways the charged

partic:le beam can be used~ as an internal beam~ as an external beam) and as

an electrostatically deflected beam, For use in.the internal beam a target can

be inserted on a probe into the tank of the cyclotron to intercept the beam at
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a.ny desired radius from about 20 incheB up to the full radius of 81 inches. At

present it is possible t.o obtain an internal beam current of about one microampere

of deuterons or protons} and about 0 0 1 microampere of helium ions,

When the beam is brought out of the vacuum tank through thin aluminum win-

dows and led into an external !lcave,'i the external beam so produced has several

adva,T(,ages" It.s energy definition is good (one~half to one percent spread) J

J.t can be collimated to any desircd shape and is very adaptable to experiments,

it can be made to ir~tercept the center of a target foilj ani it does not require

that the target be in a vacuum, [,hus greatly increasing the number of bombardment

possibilities 0 These advantages are obtained at the expense of a great sacrifice

in beam current wbich for the proton or deuteron beam is reduced to 10=5 to 10-4

microamperes, This ~ except in rare cases.J is not enough to be very useful for

cherrd.cal investigations of r1eac"J.ons with cross sections of 10=2 barns or less 0

Many of the advantages of the external beam are secured with a much less

severe beam reduction by use of the elec:trostatically deflected beamo14 This

beam is produced by applyi:1g a pulsed voltage to a deflector electrode as the

internal beam pulse reaches its maximum orbit of 81 inches" The particles are

pushed in from their maximum orbit am when they pass the end of the 1200 arc

of the deflector j they again move in an orbit of radius close to 81 inches but

,nth center displa·.::ed so that the beam now intercepts the IILtddle of a target at

a distance from the center" of about 83 inches, The particles ca.n be maximized

on a certain portion of the target by adjusting the amount of voltage applied

to the deflector, The reduction in intensi t~r from that of the internal beam

is a factor of 50 or more but in most of the reactions here studied, this could

be tolerated,

Sci, Instr~ments 19,
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E, Method,s or Va.ryL.~ the Beam Energy; Calculations and Errors Involved

A st.ra:igh<~,~~on'!ard method of running excitation function bombardments is to

place the target probe at different radial positions in the full undeflected

internal beam in successive bombardments, No absorbers are required and the beam

energy is closely defined by the radius, The only energy spread is that of the

incident beam since no further energy spread or straggling is introduced by pas-

.::;age through a t.hick 5.b;sorber stac,k. 1;men the cross section of the nuclear

l"eac:tion being studied i3 low and/or the half~life or radiat,ion characteristics

of the prod'J.ct m~(;leus make it necessary to maximize the absolute yield of the

product 9 the use cf this method is clearly indicated, The principal objection

lies in the difficulty of duplicating precisely the beam current and beam position

sue cessive bombardrilent.s, To correct. for these fluctuati-ons 9 it is necessary

to bombard with each target foil a mom tor foil wnic:h undergoes some nuclear

reaction for whi.ch an axei ta'Gion function has previously been determined 0 Examples

, 2 .., 3 2'7 24 '?'7 24
of useful monitor reactions are C.... --(d 9 n)Nl.. 9 Al "(d 9 up)Na" and Al~ J (p,)pn)Na ,

Polystyrene foils are corrn:lonly emplo;)red for the first reaction 0

The stacked foil ted:nique has been used most frequently (see Appendix) 0

Weighed target foils either alone or separated by intermediate absorber foils

of aluminum or copper can be used to reduce the beam energy, A variation of

this method is the b·:;mbardment of a thick target followed by the successive

milling off of thin layers and the determination of the yield in each layer,

This method in either variat.ion i3 best perfo:rmed with t.he deflected beam,

The range~energy relationships calculated by the Theoretical Physics Group

at the University of California Radiation Laboratory were used in the present

work to convert from absorber tJ1lckness to energy of the transmitted part.icleso
8

'f
These data have been published graphicE1"l form,'
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The following values were taken fer the maximum particle energies and the

corresponding ranges in copper: 3i+8-Mev protons~ 97~250 mg/cm
2

; 194-Mev deuterons,

22,420 mg/cm2) and 388-Mev helium ions, 11 5 260 mg/cm2
o The total amount of

absorber up to the middle of each foil was converted 5 for convenience, to equi

valent thickness (mg/cm2) of copper and after subtraction from the full range

value the difference was used to determine the energy from the proper range-

energy relationfJhipo

In this work the materials in the beam included copper, thorium, uranium~

aluminum5 and polystyrene foils, Range-energy relationships? were available

for all three partlGles in copper and aluminum and for prot.ons in carbon (from

which that for deuterons in carbon could be calculated), It is assumed that

carbon atoms alone are responsible for the stopping power of the polystyrene,

In order to obtain values for thorium and uranium the values given for lead were

extrapolated by means of the relationship Z/A x Range = Constant, This extra-

polation is sufficiently accurate for the present purpose since the change in

range is only about two percent between lead and thorium in terms of weight per

unit area" Most of the beam energy reduction occurred in the copper and the

relatively smaller &~ounts of thorium or uranium were converted to copper equi~

valents by the following method, The copper equivalent 9 for example, of a

certain amount of thorium was determined by calculating the ratio of the difference

in range in thorium between the two energy values to that for copper and dividing

the amount of thorium (mg/cm2) by this figure,

There are two major uncertainties involved in the use of the stacked foil

technique which tend to spread out a peak in an excitation function experiment 9

particularly if the peak occurs at relatively low energies" First 9 there is

the initial ener~f distribution of the beam o There is apparently an energy

spread of up to three percent in the l84~inch cyclotron full energy internal
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beam and electrostatically deflected beam~ and of about one percent in the ex-

ternal beam, When protons of 1nitial maximum energy 348 Mev are reduced to 50

Mev by copper absorbers9 an initial spread of one percent in energy corresponds

to a spread of about 15 Mev~ and an ::tni tial three percent spread corresponds

to about 50 Mev~ at the 50-Mev level.

The other effect which contributes to the spreading out of the excitation

function peaks so as to give falsely large widths~ is the straggling of the

particle beams, Calculation of the extent of this is possible; a calculation

indicating the straggling of 348-Mev protons introduced by passage through

copper has been made by W0 Aron of the Theoretical Physics Group of the Radiation

Laboratory. From his calculations it is seen that at 100 Mev9 the energy I1width il

due to straggling is about 403 Mev~ while at 50 Mev it has increased to about

?,3 Mev 0 These fi.gures represent root-mean square deviations v In order to com-

pare them with the above figures for the initial energy distribution let us

aSSUille~ for instance, thatve have to do vrith a square distribution law) Leo?

constant intensity wltbui an interval of thl'ee percent width) and zero out.side
., ;'2

The standard deviation in energy eorresponding to this is 3 °12~"'/- percent

:,r 0 of!;? percent, Vlne!1 protons of initial maximum energy 34r8 IIev a.re reduced to

[1ev by copper a.bsorbers 5' an inl tial deviat2.,,:m of () ,87 percent in enerp,Jf

c'orresponds to a. final root-mean square deviation in energy of 1~ ,
..L...L 0 •.1.. l-fev which

is slig,htly large::' than the effe:;":. of straggling at the 50~He'r leveL It nHJ.3t

be remembered~ of course; that the initial energ:r spread of the beam can va:::,y

'w5"t,h the settingJf the deflectc2"" so that data obtained from one experiment

c:annot be appl.ied d"1.n::c.:tly to a:rlotter exp!"riment v even though c;onditions Vlere
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These two effects lead to peaks which are appreciably wider than their true

widths as illustrated by comparison of the results shown in Fig, 7 with those

given for the same reactions as determined with machines which give low energy

particles directly,12913 Another striking example of this comes from the work

of Eo L, Kelly who used the value of 388 Mev for the most probable maximum energy

of the helium ion beam and roughly matched the peak energy on a Bi209(a,2n)At211

excitation curve taken through the use of aluminum absorbers with the electro

statically deflected beam of the 184-inch cyclotron3 with a curve for the same

reaction taken very carefully with the 39 Mev external helium ion beam of the

60~inch Berkeley cyclotrono15 In these experiments the width of the peak at

half maximum for the electrostatically deflected beam determination was about

2 2500 rng/em of aluminum compared to about 116 mg/cm of aluminum on the 60-inch

cyclotron,

It is clear that,; since the effect of straggling can be estimated theoreti-

callyj and the relevant formulae are considered reliable~ comparisons like those

just made can be used to estimatejin a manner independent from other information j

the energy spread of the initial beam 0 A very good example is the C(djn)

reaction of Fig, 70 The excitation curve from low energy machines plotted on

a range scale would consist of a sharp peak of negligible width 0 The effect

of straggling transforms this into a gaussian peak with a standard deviation

of 150 mg/cm2 of Al (this is the range st.raggling for reduction of a deuteron

from 190 Mev to practically zero energy) 0 The actually observed peak has a

standard deviation about 3/2 of that obtained from straggling aloneo Thus the

effects of straggling and initial energy distribution are comparable in good

agreement with the previous estimate"

15Eo Lo Kelly and Eo Segr~~ Physo Rev o 759 999 (1949).
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Since the 348~M:ev protons generated by the 184-inch cyclotron have a range

of about 403 lnches of copper9 thick copper absorbers were required to decrease

the beam energ;y betl-.reen the thorium target foils. Because of this long range 9

an anpreciable fractlon of the beam in its progress through the stack is absorbed

by producing nuclear reactions in the copper so that the beam is not only de-

graded iYi enerKV' bux is also a.ttenuated, Rough correction factors for this

effect were obtained from measurements made by V 0 Peterson of the Radiation

Labora.tory who IT,easured the amount of absorption of the proton beam in copper

blocks of known t.hickness 0 A plot of the data 9 absorber thiekness vs 0 trans~

rnission9 shows an exponential dependence for the experimental arrangement lised 9

with a transmission of about 006 for 70 g/cm2 copper absorber 9 the data being

good to about 20 percent c, A corre::tlon fo:cLhLs nuclear absorption has been

applied to the yield calculations for all of the s&uples from proton bombard-

mentso No corrections ,vere made in the case of the deuteron and helium bombard~

ments 9 where the ranges are so much less as to rrake the error introduced smaller.

Co Expe~~ental Details in Use of the Three Beam TY})es

.L 0 Internal Beam Bombardrnent.s .~~ The small amount of u230 and U229 alpha~

activi tj~ produc:ed by the Th232(0.96n) and Th232(u97n) reactioEs made it necessary

t.o use the internal beam for the determination of their excitation functions,

Thin foils were mounted on the probe ani the beam energy determined by an ac~

curate determinati0n of the radiw3 to the leading edge of the foilo The target

'chickness in eaGh case was only a few percent cf the total range of the incident
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Attempts were rrade to use the stacked foil technique in the internal beam9

but the runs were unsatisfactory since the variation of the angle of incidence

of the internal b6am served to spread out and falsify the peaks of the excitation

functions studied"

20 External Beam Measurementso-~ The reaction cross sections and product

isotope decay characteristics were not favorable enough in the reactions studied

here to permit use of the exterral beam except for absolute yield determinations

in the two most favorable cases, These two were the reactions Th232(p96n)Pa227

and Th232(d~7n)pa227o Even here only a few thousand disintegrations of Pa227

per minute at shutdo1rffi were obtained from 40·-min 0 bombardments of 5-mil thorium

at full energy" In these experiments the current passing through the target

was collected and meaffilred in a Faraday cupu

30 ::n~ctro5tatica11y Deflected Beam Experiments o=~ Most of the experiments

were run in the electrostatically deflected beam with the use of the apparatus

shown in Figo 100 In this apparatus accurately weighed copper absorbers of

various thicknesses with sides milled parallel to within 0 0 2 mils were employed

to reduce the beam energyo As much as 403 inches of copper could be inserted

to ensure complete stoppage of the most energetic beam (348~Mev protons) 0

The 5-mil target material in the form of 3/4 inch diameter metal discs was

fastened by small pieces of scotch tape (1/4 inch to 1/8 inch) to masks of

5-mil copper and thus located 3/4 of an inch from the beam side edge and midway

between top and bottom of the copper absorbers 0 The copper on the beam side

of the target material serves the very important function of reducing the

background due to particles corning in from the side of the absorber stack to

about one-hundredth (or less in serne cases) of the maximum activity of the

excitation curve 0 A support ledge is provided on the beam side of the absorber

stack to permit the addition of more absorber if it should become necessary



Fig. 11. Excitation function apparatus.
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to reduce this background further.

The 1-1/2 inch thick copper collimator with the 3/4 inch collimating hole

was used in front of the absorber stack to increase the definition in the

deuteron and helium ion bombardments. It was possible to obtain reproducibly

good results without it as shown by the proton bombardments in which it could

not be used for lack of space. The use of the collimator Imere possible actually

increased the yields of activity by a factor of 20 or more; this results from

t.he .fact that the collimator j being grounded 1 allows the beam current to be

maxim~ized on the target foils themselves, rather than to strike haphazardly

an t.he block of absorbers, which ensures that the target foils are hit by the

I!hot spot" of the beam.

Other details of the apparatus are designed to ensure the absorbers in the

stack being held rigidly in place.

When the apparatus is assembled, the copper current-reading contact rests

upon the absorber stack vmich is insulated from the rest of the apparatus both

by the IiDilect:Ll1e il insulator tray and by pieces of mica between the stack and

the absorber shield which is grounded to the absorber support. It is necessary

to shield the absorber stack electrically from the external electrostatic fields

which 'I\.Ould influence the current readings and the copper box is used for this

purpose. This absorber shield is kept in position by two screws on each end

of the absorber support. The beam passes through a thin copper foil window

in the shield, this window thickness being included in the range energy calcul-

ations. The entire apparatus fits onto the standard cyclotrun probe head.

Immediately after bombardment the four centering screws are loosened, the

absorber shield removed with a pair of tongs by a small hook which is not

shown on the drawing 1 the bolt on the absorber stack loosened, a small rod

slipped through the tab holes in the masks, and the masks lifted free. The
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target discs are removed from the masks in the chemical laboratoF.f and subjected

to the chemical operations described below 0

To maximize the beam on the target j it is possible to vary both the radius

of the target apparatus and the voltage on the deflector" Furthermore;) the

entire tra;-t of' absorbers can be raised or lowered to position the targets verti-

cally in the beam by loosening the wing nuts holding the absorber support as

shown in the in::lert in the drawing"

~-{ith this apparatus and suitable absorbers~ it is possible to determine

simultaneously as ffiaYlJV as 16 points on an excitation curve (with a minimum inter-

val of 5 Mev betvJeen points for alpha bombardments and much less for deuteron

and proton bomba.l~dments) 0

Do Chemical Procedures for Protactinium
and Uranium Separation

The only essential re~lirement of the chemical procedure is that the amount

of interfering radioactivity be reduced quickly to such a degree that the product

:'Lsotopes of interest can be accurately measured through some characteristic

radiation (in the present case by the alpha-particles of characteristic energy

and half-life) 0 Howeverj these are severe requirements when it is oonsidered

that (1) an exceedingly complex mixture of radioactivities is produced (2) up

to 16 samples must be processed and counted before the short~lived activities

(such as the 3goJ-min o Pa22?) have disappeared (3) the chemical yields must be

reproducihle (4) the final samples must be virtually weightless to permit

accurate determination of the alpha~particle energy spectrum.

The fo1lo1iLng separation procedure based on the solvent extraction of an

organic complex ion of the element fulfiHed the above conditions for protactinium,

, 16
Studl.er,\ Hagemann 9 Hyde and others were the first to apply to banbardmmt

" ?
L~"t ~. J 1 d ' )~ ualer9 Hagemann9 '1'09 and Hyde;) unpuh ishe work \1945 '
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chemistry' the fact that protactJ.,niu-'1l forms a. complex with the ~~,diketone thenoyl

trifluoroacetcne9 (TfA) which is soluble in benzene and other organic solvents

and ma:l be extracted from a strongly acidic aqueous solution" Many other elements

form solvent extractable TTA complexes but no other alpha-particle emitting

elemrmt except prota.:;r,i.nium will extract from strongly acidi.c solution"

" .'. 1'1In t,he cherru.c:clJ. procedure' each thorium ,·(.104 gram) or uranium (""007 gram)

dis.:: ,'fas dis:5c;lved. in a 125, ml Phil.lips beaker" "lith 10 JIll concentrated nitric acid

and;) in the cas,"" of thorium, one drop of 0 0 2.~ arrmop.J.uffi fluosilicate solution 0

The scl-u,tion W<l3 hee.ted gently en a hot plate until the reaction started. The

solution W;.:l.:3 dt,:.li. {,ed with lO m1 of wa.ter and transferred intG a separatory funnel

(consisting of a40 ml calibrated centrifuge cone with a stopcock sealed to the

bottom) 0 T:-16 ma:3S product.ion arrangement is shown in Fig, lL Ten ml of Oo~

t.henoyltriflu.orJacetone (TTA) in benzene solution was added and the mixture

stir:~ed. for five minut'es 0 The aqueous and organic layers for each sample were

collected in separate tubes and about half of the organic layer (containing the

protactinium) evaporated on a platinum disc$ ignited to destroy' the organic

matter and form a weightless film~ and counted for gross alpha-disintegration

rateo The evaporations were made carefully to prevent loss of protactinium

"..mich was especIally necessary in the case of the uranium bombardments 0 Fig 0 12

shows the apparatus for i;,he simultaneous evaporation of 16 samples 0 The 1/4

inch washers shown were used to raise the platinum discs above the surface of

the hot plate and. f:;,hus allow lciading of as much as 1 rrJ. of the benzene solution

at a time. It haE' been possible to start counting the sa7Jlples from a run of

16 foils as early as 1.:0 minut.es after the end of bombardment" This protactinium

17~'l. vL Mel,nke:i 'i], iL Atomic Energy Commission Declassified Documents



Fig~ 12. Apparatus for simultaneous extraction of

16 samples into TTA-benzene solution.
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Fig. 13. Set-up for simultaneous evaporation of

sixteen lO-ml samples on platinum plates.
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procedure worked smoothly when applied to thorium targets, somewhat erratically

but still for the most part consistently when applied to uranium targets.

The chemical yields of the runs reported in this paper are consistent among

themselves to within five to ten percent, but the absolute chemical yield has

in most cases been left undetermined. It is known that the majority of the

protactiniw~ is extracted in the one equilibration with TTA-benzene solution.

The absolute cross sections for the reactions Th232(p,6n)Pa227 and

Th232(p,7n)Pa227 were determined for runs made with the external beam as mentioned

previously. In these runs the chemical yield of protactinium was determined

with the use of Pa231 tracer. Precautions were taken to eliminate the uncer

tainties frequently encountered in the exchange of Pa231 tracer because of un-

known ionic or colloidal species formed on starrling in aqueous solutions partic-

ularly of low acidity, but it is not certain that this was accomplished success-

fully. Therefore, the absolute yields reported are subject to some question.

The efforts to develop a uranium purification procedure for the Th(a,xn)U

studies were not very satisfactory. An ether extraction procedure of the type

described by Newton18 suggested itself as a very promising starting point, but

in attempting to reduce this to a minimum-step procedure suitable for the simul-

taneous processing of 16 samples with enough speed to detect a one-hour half-

life,difficulties developed. Some sucCess in removing all extraneous activities

from a uranium fraction was attained with a more lengthy procedure similar to

that devised by Crane.17 It involves precipitation of the uranium on lanthanum

hydroxide, followed by dissolution and removal of impurities by zirconium iodate

precipitations from the uranyl solution, in addition to the ether extractions.

The yield has been found to be rather low (less than ten percent), unless extra

time is spent in increasing it by re-extractions and re-precipitations.

18A. S. Newton, Phys. Rev. 75, 209 (1949).
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E. Counting and Pulse Analysis Measurements
i

The alpha-particle emission rate of the samples was determined in an ordinary

argon ionization chamber in which 50-52 percent of the particles are detected.

A standard scale of 512 scaling circuit was used and the measured counting rates

were such that coincidence corrections were not necessary. The decay of the

emission rate was followed to identify the half-life in question. Appropriate

allowa.nce was made for the contribution of daughters to the gross activities in

calculating the true counting rate of the parent itself.

In many cases it was necessary to subject the samples to alpha pulse analysis
10

with the 48-channel differential pulse analyzer. Pulse analysis was especially

important in determining the amount of beta-particle emitting Pa230 by measure

ment of the amount of the alpha-emitting U230 daughter present several weeks

after bombardment. The amount of Pa230 initially present was calculated by means

of the appropriate daughter growth equation and decay constants,19 allowing for

the ten percent branching decay of Pa
230

by negative beta-particle emission

reported by Studier and Bruehlman. ll

In the experiments in which the beta-particle emission rate of the poly-

styrene and aluminum targets were measured, an end-window, bell-type Geiger tube

filled with a 9 cm argon and 1 cm ethyl alcohol gas mixture was employed. The

thickness of the mica window was 3 mg/cm2• Samples were placed 7.0 cm below

the counter window, where a geometrical counting yield of 1.7 percent obtains.

A scale of 64 scaling circuit was used and a coincidence correction of 1.2

percent per thousand pulses per minute was applied to all counting rates.

All of the alpha-disintegration rates plotted in the graphs have been

corrected for decay back to the end of bombardment and refer to the isotope in

19
M. H. Studier and E. K. Hyde, Phys. Rev. 74, 591 (1948).
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question (i.e., the gross counting rates have been corrected for activity due

to the daughter isotopes). The relative yields were normalized to 0.4 gram

thorium, 0.7 gram uranium, 0.1 gram aluminum, or 0.04 gram polystyrene. In

those cases where more than one run on a certain reaction was made, the one

that was considered most accurate or more consistent was taken as a standard

and the yields of the other runs normalized to it. In one of the runs on the

Th232(d,7n) reaction a mistake was apparently made in tabulating the absorbers,

in which one absorber was overlooked, and the results without correction gave

a plot with the peak shifted about 12 Mev. In this case the error in tabulation

was assumed and the corresponding correction was made in plotting the data in

Fig. 5.
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APPENDIX

Bibliography of Thin Target Excitation Functions
For Charged Particle Reactions

A.Deuterons

1.9 Mev:

Na23(d,p)Na24 - E. O. Lawrence, Phys. Rev. 47,17 (1935).

A127(d,p)A128 -E.M,McMillan and E. O. Lawrence, Phys. Rev. 47, 343 (1935).

(Historically the first use of the stacked foil technique with accelerated

particles. )

2.8 Mev:

C12(d,n)~3 _ C. L. Bailey, M. Phillips, and J. H. Williams, Phys. Rev. 62,

80 (1942).

;.5 Mev:

Mg26(d,p)Mg27; Mg26(d,~)Na24 _ M. C. Henderson, Physo Rev. 481 855 (1935).

Na23(d,p)Na24; A127(d,p)A128 ; Si30(d,p)Si31 ; Cu63(d,P)Cu64 - Eo O. Lawrence,

E.M. McMillan, and R. L. Thornton, Phys. Rev. 48, 493 (1935).

C12(d,n)N13; Nt4(d,n)015; 016(d,n)F17 - H. W. Newson, Phys. Rev. 48, 790 (1935).

5 Mev:

C12(d,n)Nt3; N14(d,n)015; 016(d,n)F17 - H. W. Newson, Phys. Rev. 51, 620 (1937).

A40(d,p)A41 - A. H. Snell, Phys. Rev. 49, 555 (1936) .
. 60 61

N~ (d,n)Cu - R. L. Thornton, Phys. Rev. 51, 893 (1937).

63 64Cu (d,p)Cu - S. N. Van Voorhis, Phys. Rev. 50, 895 (1936).

6 Mev:

Pdl08(d,p)Pdl09; PdllO(d,n)Aglll _ J. D. Kraus and J. M. Cork, Phys. Rev. 52,

763 (1937).

A127 (d,p)A128 ; Si30(d,p)Si31 - W. Riezler, Naturwiss. 341 157 (1947).
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9 Mev:

Fe54(d,n)Co55 -J. M. Cork and B. R. Curtis, Phys. Rev. 22' 1264 (1939).

Pb206(d,2n)Bi206; Pb208(d,p)Pb209 _ K. Fajans and A. F. Voigt, Phys. Rev. 60,

619 (1941).

U238(d,p)U239 - N. Feather and R. S. Krishnan, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 43, 267 (1947).

Th232(d,fiss); U238(d,fiss) - D. H. T. Gant and R. S. Krishnan, Proc. Roy. Soc.

London A178, 474 (1941).

Bi209(d,n)Po210; Bi209(d,p)Bi210 _ D. G. Hurst, R. Latham, and W. B. Lewis,

Proc. Roy. Soc. London A174, 126 (1940).

Th232(d,fiss); U238(d,fiss) - I. C. Jacobsen and N. O. Lassen, Phys. Rev. 58,

867 (1940).

AgI07(d,p2n)AgI06 - R. S. Krishnan and T. E. Banks, Nature 145, 777 (1940).

F19(d,H3)F18 - R. S. Krishnan, Nature 148,407 (1941).

AgI07(d,p)Agl08; AgI07(d,H3)AgI06; AgI07(d,2n)Cdl07; AgI09(d,2n)Cdl09 _

R. S. Krishnan, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 36, 500 (1940).

Au197(d,p)Au198; Au197(d,2n)Hg197 - R. S. Krishnan, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 37,

186 (1941).

Cu63 (d,p)Cu64; Cu63(d,H3)Cu62; Sbl21(d,p)Sb122; Sbl21(d,H3)Sb120 - R. S. Krishnan

and T. E. Banks, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 37, 317 (1941).

pt196(d,p)Pt197; pt198(d,p)pt199 _ R. S. Krishnan and E. A. Nahum, Proc. Carob.

Phil. Soc. 21, 422 (1941).

Au197(d,p)Au198; Au197(d,2n)Hg197; Tl205(d,p)T1206; T1205(d,2n)Pb205;

Pb208(d,p)Pb209; Bi209(d,p)Bi210; Bi209(d,n)Po210; Th232(d,p)Th233 _

R. S. Krishnan and E. A. Nahum, Proc. Roy. Soc. London A180, 333 (1942).

Bi209(d,p)Bi210; Bi209(d,n)Po210 _ H. E. Tatel and J. M. Cork, Phys. Rev. 71,

159 (1947).
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10 Mev:

Bi209(d,p)Bi210; Bi209(d,n)Po210 _ J. M. Cork, J. Halpern, and H. Tate1,

Phys. Rev. 57,371 (1940).

Fe54(d,n)Co55 ; Fe54(d,a)Mn52 - J. M. Cork and J. Halpern, Phys. Rev. 57, 667 (1940).

Ag107(d,2n)Cd107 _ D. N. Kundu and M. L. Pool, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, No.4,

11 (1950). (Abstract)

11 Mev:

9 10Be (d,p)Be - E. M. McMillan, Phys. Rev. 72, 591 (1947).

14 Mev:

Na23 (d,p)Na24; Br81(d,p)Br82; Br79(d,2n)Kr79 - E. T. Clarke and J. W. Irvine, Jr.,

Phys. Rev. 66, 231 (1944).

24 22 26 24 63 64 65 .63 63 63Mg (d,a)Na ; Mg (d,a)Na ; Cu (d,p)Cu ; Cu (d,a)N1 ; Cu (d,2n)Zn ;

65 ) 65 .Cu (d,2n Zn - E. T. Clarke and J. W. Irvlne, Jr., Phys. Rev. 69, 680 (1946).
27 24A1 (d,pa)Na - E. T. Clarke, Phys. Rev. 71, 187 (1947).

15 Mev:

Bi209(d,p)Bi210; Bi209(d,n)P0210 _ J. M. Cork, Phys. Rev. 70, 563 (1946).

Cu63(d,p)Cu64; Cu63(d,2n)Zn63 - R. S. Livingston and B. T. Wright, Phys. Rev. 58,

656 (1940).

Ta181(d,p)Ta182 _ Kuan-Han Sun, F. A. Pecjak, R. A. Charpie, J. F. Nechaj,

Phys. Rev. 78, 338 (1950).

19 Mev:

Bi209(d,p)RaE, Bi209(d,n)P0210, Bi209(d,3n)P0208 - E. L. Kelly and E. Segr~,

Phys. Rev. 75, 999 (1949).

Th232(d,fiss); U238(d,fiss) - J. Jungerman and S. C. Wright, Phys. Rev. 74,

150 (1948).
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190 Mev;:

A127(d,~p)Na24; A127(d'~P2n)Na22 - A. C. He1mho1z and J. M. Peterson, Phys. Rev.

73, 541 (1948). (Abstract)

Cu63 ,65(d, )Zn63 ; Cu63 ,65(d, )Zn62; Cu63 ,65(d, )Ni; Cu63 ,65(d, )Co _

D. Bockhop, A. C. He1mho1z, and J. M. Peterson, Phys. Rev. 74, 1559 (1948).

(Abstract)

Cu63,65(d, )Mn52; Cu63 ,65(d, )Mn56; Cu63 ,65(d, )Fe59 ; cu63 ,65(d, )Co56;

Cu63 ,65(d, )zn62; Cu63 ,65(d, )Zn63 ; Cu63 ,65(d, )Cu64 _ D. Bockhop, A. C.

He1rnho1z, S. D. Softky, J. W. Rose, and T. Breakey, Phys. Rev. 75, 1469 (1949).

(Abstract)

Cu63 ,65(d, )Mn52; Cu63,65(d, )Mn56; Cu63 ,65(d, )Fe52; Cu63 ,65(d, )Fe59 ;

Cu63 ,65(d, )Ni57 ; Cu65(d,2P)Ni65 ; CuQ3 ,65(d, )Cu61 ; Cu63,65(d, )Cu64;

63,65 62 63,65 63Cu (d, )Zn ; Cu (d, )Zn - F. O. Bartell, A. C. He1mho1z, S. D.

Softky, D. B. stewart, University of California Radiation Laboratory Unclassified

Report UCRL-757 (July, 1950).

195 Mev:

C12(d,dn)C11 - R. L. Thornton and R. W. Senseman, Phys. Rev. 72, 872 (1947).

B. Helium Io_~

5.3 Mev:

F19(~,p)Ne22; F19(~,n)Na22 - N. K. Saha, Z. Physik 110, 473 (1938).

27 30A1 (~,n)P - A. Szalay, Nature 141, 972 (1938).

A127(~,n)p30 - A. Szalay, Z. Physik 112,29 (1939) .

6 Mev:

C12(~,n)~3 - W. Riez1er, Naturwiss. 34, 157 (1947).

7 Mev:

Na23 (a,n)A126 ; p31(~,n)C134 - H. Brandt, Z. Physik 108, 726 (1938).
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9 Mev:

Li7(a,n)B10 - O. Haxel and E. Stuh1inger, Z. Physik 114, 178 (1939).

B(a,n)Nj Be9(a,n)C12 - E. Stuh1inger, Z. Physik 114, 185 (1939) .

11 Mev:
6 . 66 65 68Cu 3(a,n)Ga ; Cu (a,n)Ga - W. B. Mann, Phys. Rev. 52, 405 (1937).

20 Mev:

Rh103(a,n)Ag106 (25m)j Rh103(a,n)Ag106 (8.2d); Rh103(a,2n)Ag105 - H. L. Bradt

and D. J. Tendam, Phys. Rev. zg, 1117 (1947).

Ag109(a,n)Inl12; Ag109(a,2n)In111 _ D. J. Tendam and H. L. Bradt, Phys. Rev. 72,

1118 (1947).

32 Mev:

Bi209(a,2n)At21l - D. R. Corson, K. R. MacKenzie, and E. Segr~, Phys. Rev. 58,

672 (1940).

37 Mev:

In115(a,n)Sbl18j Inl15(a,2n)Sbl17j Inl15(a,3n)Sbl16 - G. M. Temmer, Phys. Rev. 76,

424, 1002 (1949).

38 Mev:

Bi209(a,2n)At21l; Bi209(a,3n)At210 - E. L. Kelly and E. Seg~, Phys. Rev. 75,

999 (1949).

Th232(a,fiss); U238(a,fiss) - J. Junge~man and S. C. Wright, Phys. Rev. ~,

150 (1948).

Agl07(a,n)InllOj Ag107(a,2n)Inl09; Agl09(a,2n)Inlll; Agl09(a,3n)Inl10 _

S. N. Ghoshal, Phys. Rev. Ll, 417 (1948).

Ni60(a,n)zn63 j Ni60(a,2n)Zn62; Ni60(a,pn)Cu62; Agl07(a,n)InllO; Ag107(a,2n)Inl09j

Agl07(a,3n)Inl08j Agl09(a,2n)Inlllj Ag109(a,3n)InllO _ So No Ghoshal,

University of California Radiation Laboratory Unclassified Report UCRL-709

Revised (July,1950).
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380 Mev:

A127(a,a2pn)Na24; A127(a,2an)Na22 - A. C. Helmho1z and J. M. Peterson, Phys. Rev.

11, 541 (1948).

390 Mev:
12 11C (u,an)C - R. L. Thornton and R. W. Senseman, Phys. Rev. 72, 872 (1947).

C. Protons

4 Mev:

018(p,n)F18 _ L. A. DuBridge, S. W. Barnes, J. H. Buck, and C. V. Strain,

Phys. Rev. .21, 447 (1938).

5 Mev:

Agl°7(p,n)Cd107 _ D. N. Kundu and M. L. Pool, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 25, No.4,

11 (1950). (Abstract)

5.7 Mev:

N14(p,a)C11 _ W. H. Barkas, Phys. Rev. 2£' 287 (1939).

6.6 Mev:

Cr52(p,n)Mn52 - A. Hemmendinger, Phys. Rev. 58, 929 (1940).

7 Mev:

Pd106(p,n)Ag106; Pd(p,n)Ag (8d + 45d) - T. Enos, Phys. Rev. 56, 872 (1939).

Ni61 (p,n)Cu61 ; Ni64(p,n)Cu64; Cu63(p,n)zn63; Zn68(p,n)Ga68 ; Pd106(p,n)Ag106;

A~07(p,n)Cd107; Cdl14(p,n)Inl14 _ V. F. Weisskopf and D. H. Ewing,

Phys. Rev. 57, 472 (1940).

16 Mev:

65 64Cu (p,pn)Cu - J. R. Richardson and B. T. Wright, Phys. Rev. 12, 445 (1946).
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32 Mev:

6.3 6.3 6.3 62 6.3 62 .Cu (p,n)Zn ; Cu (p,2n)Zn ; Cu (p,pn)Cu - S. N. Ghoshal, U~versity of

California Radiation Laboratory Unclassified Report UCRL-709 Revised (July, 1950).

140 Mev:
11 12 11

Boric acid (p,)C ; C (p,pn)C - W. W. Chupp and E. M. McMillan, Phys. Rev.

72, 873 (1947) .

.350 Mev:

C12(p,pn)C1l - Lee Aamodt, Vincent Peterson, and Robert Phillips, Phys. Rev. 78,

87 (1950). (Abstract)


